
Sounds like a great projector 
It’s in the hundreds of smaller meeting
rooms that the award-winning, super silent
Hopper 20 Impact series come into their
own. Rooms where a projector is close to
the audience and fan noise can be a
distraction during a presentation. But with
the new Hopper 20 Impact series, fitted
with the Philips Air System (PAS™), a unique
heat and noise diffusion system, the only
sound you’ll hear will be the applause.

The new Hopper 20 Impact series also
come with a specially developed 150W
UHP™ (Ultra-High Performance) lamp and
new high aperture LCD panels. This offers 
a dramatic 25-40% increase in ANSI lumens,
as well as a significant improvement in
contrast. Ensuring your presentations can 
be seen as well as they can be heard.

Easy plug&play 
The new Hopper 20 Impact series are also
ultra-portable thanks to their lightweight
design, reliable and robust construction, auto
voltage for worldwide use, and fast plug-in
connectivity. Once set up they’re a pleasure
to work with - extremely easy to use with
straightforward one-touch controls,
automatic picture adjustment, on-screen
display menu, digital keystone correction,
and digital zoom, pan and freeze features.

And, as if this wasn’t enough, the advantage
of two USB ports enables you to use a
plug&play USB mouse, as well as other
peripherals, such as external PC speakers 
or a PC camera. All of which undoubtedly
makes the new Hopper 20 Impact series
the most user-friendly projectors
around today.

Introducing the new super silent, lightweight Hopper 20 Impact series - impressively brighter
and significantly easier to use. Your perfect presentation partner.

The New Hopper 20 Impact Series.
More impact, less noise.

“Well the Hopper is perfect for me. Easy to use, 100% 

reliable, and with free 24hr support, if I should ever need it.”

“It’s great when I travel. Really light and compact...plus it sets 

up in minutes.”

The Hopper 20 Impact series don’t just excel in
business presentations. Philips’ experience in
picture performance results in perfectly natural
colours, making this projector equally suitable
for use in your own home. So experience the
wonders of home cinema with the new Hopper
20 Impact.

Ready for impact 
The new SV20 Impact: stylish, compact, silent, lightweight, easy to
operate, and available at an affordable price - what more can you
ask for in a projector?

Pumped-up performance
The new enhanced Hopper XG20 offers pumped-up performance
for power presenters and XGA notebook users.The modern digital
replacement for old fashioned overhead projectors and flip charts.

The power to impress 
With a pin-sharp picture, 150W UHP™ lamp and 1250 ANSI
lumens, the new XG20 Hopper Impact gives you the power to
impress - anytime, anywhere.
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The Philips range of advanced
multimedia projectors.
Combining portability, reliability, and
unsurpassed performance with a host of
technological innovations. All of which
guarantees you impressive and hassle-free
projection wherever you are. Just what
you’d expect from the innovative world
leader in sound and vision technology.

UHP™ lamp 
All of our projectors contain the unique
Philips UHP™ (Ultra High Performance)
lamp. The first lamp to retain rich colours

and brightness without creating hot spots
over its amazingly long life. Cutting costs
and hassle.

Extremely compatible 
Philips projectors are extremely compatible
with a whole range of data and video
sources, thanks to their highly advanced
scaling technology. And it always converts
information without any loss or
deterioration. A serious advantage when
you need to make a good impression.

Free support 
The whole unique Philips projector package
is backed up by the outstanding Philips First
Choice service. A Toll-Free Helpline* offers
you help and advice, seven days a week,
while the Philips First Choice* service is
there for more difficult problems -
guaranteeing you a temporary replacement,
with free delivery, within 48hrs. A truly
unbeatable package.

* Currently only available in the US and Western Europe.

Check with your Philips dealer for more details.

The Philips Guarantee

Remote control with USB mouse function

SVGA resolution

Remote control with USB mouse function

XGA resolution

Special illuminated remote control with ergonomic
trackerball 

XGA resolution

Other features of the new 
Hopper 20 Impact series 

Philips projectors 
The Hopper 20 Impact series are part of the
award-winning range of Philips projectors.
Projectors with different strengths and features, to
meet the different needs of different applications.
So whatever your demands are, Philips projectors
can more than match them. Visit our website for
more information.

www.pcstuff.philips.com/projectors

150W long-lasting - up to 2000 hours -
UHP™ (Ultra High Performance) lamp 

Ultra-lightweight for easy travelling 
(4.9kg) 

PAS™ (Philips Air System) for super silent
operation - 33 dB 

Digital keystone correction 

Complete picture control: Digital Freeze,
Digital Zoom,Auto Image, Picture formats
16:9 or 4:3 

USB (Universal Serial Bus) for:
• Plug&play mouse control 
• USB Audio to play sound from an 

external source 
• Powered hub for peripherals 

External monitor loop-through functionality
(via optional VGA Y-cable)

Ceiling mountable 

Kensington lock 

Free lightweight carry bag 

Auto voltage for safe use around the globe

Elegantly styled. Compact. Durable and sturdy. The design of the new

Hopper 20 Impact ser ies ensures that you make an impact on your

audience before you even start.


